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If nature realism TeV scale gravity, « • a n uttering a very exciting period In which we
could be able to addraa, experimeataUy, some qoasHfiBS on quantum gravity, string*,
bniiMandotharaxotteatpeetsaftberandanuntaitbeofyofgravity.
TUtartidereviews
recent development in models with Lai** Bate* DtmenaiQDe and Black bole production at
future colnder*. Experimental reeultalrcincuriwit experiments M well M the expectation
for the future coUden are aununarbed.
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Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) has proved to be enormously successful In providing
a description of particle physics up to energy scabs of several hundred OeV as
probed by current experiments l . In the SM, however, one Mtnimnn that effects of
gravity can be neglected, because the scale where such effects become large is the
Planck Scale. The question of why the 4-<timwudonal Planck Scale, Gp1/* ~ 1 0 "
GeV, is much larger than the etectroweak (EWK) scale, G^ 1 / a ~ 10 s GeV, is an
outstanding problem in contemporary physics. The hierarchy problem is in the
essence the difficulty to explain the large disparity between then two numbers *.
Motivated in part by naturalness issues, numerous scenarios have emerged recently,
that address the hierarchy problem within the context of the old idea that some part
of the physical world (Le. the SM-world) is confined to a brane in a higher dimensional space 3 . Although supergrayity theories were fbcmulated up to 11 dimensions
and Superstring theories in 10 <Mm«>nff»«n» were known since the 70's, the idea to
extend this extra spatial «tJ«ffti«toii paradigm {BSD) to other contexts, received a
new impulse only recently4. As we don't experience in our everyday world, more
then 3 spatial dimensions, we have to assume that any possible BSD Is hidden.
There is a simple and elegant way to hide possible extra spatial ^""nrninnr the
eompaetificatkm. The remit is achieved by assuming, for example, that the extra
fbnn, at each point of the 4—dimensional space, a torus of volume
In this way it is possible to allow the gravity to live in the
large extra dimensions, the bulk, while the SM fields will lie on a 3-27 surface, the

brant.
In presence of a compactfied extra spatial dimension y, a field vK*|>,y) °* m a s s "*<>
is periodic over y and can be Fourier developed as follow:

•=-00
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where it is the radius of the compact ESD. The 4V terms <f>W (a;,,) are the KaluzaKlein states (KK), also called mode* or excitation*. The mass of each KK mode
is then expressed by the formula:
(2)
If M? is the actual fundamental scale of gravitational interactions and if
is the volume of the extra Himn^airm*! 27—fold, then, by Gauss's law, at ^'"tanmi
larger than the inverse mass of the lightest KK mode in the theory, the gravitational
force will follow an inverse square law with an effective coupling o£
—

if(

We see indeed that gravity becomes strong in the full 4 + ©-dimensional space at
a scale
+2 Mr of few TeV which is far below the conventional Planck Scale (M%, =

?

At the present there are many models which assume the existence of extra spatial
dimensions predicting the appearance of new physics signatures that can be probed
at energy scale above 1 TeV. Most of the models fall into one of the three following

1.1

The Large Extra Dimensions Scenario

The large extra dimension scenario (LED) started with the works of Arkani-Hamed,
Dimopoulos and Dvali (ADD) 4>*. In this model the SM particles live on a 3 +
1-dlmeaskmal space (3-brane) while the gravity is free to propagate in higher<HnnmAm»l space, extra dimensions. This model predicts essentially the emission
and exchange of large Kaluza-KMn towers of gravitons that are finely-spaced in
mass. The ADD Model was first proposed to solve the hierarchy problem by requiring the compactifled dimensions to be of very large size.
1.2

KK gauge boaont

A second possibility comes from all those models where the extra spatial dimensions
are of TeV scale size. In these class of models there are KK excitations of the
SM gauge fields with masses of the order a TeV which can show up in collider
riments as resonances.
l.S

Warped Extra Spatial dimension

Another approach for extra spatial dimensions has been proposed by L. Randall
and R. Sundrum (RS models or WED) '. In this scenario two 4Z7 branes with
tension V and V are situated in the position, y = 0 and y ?= *r e> of a 5X> bulk
with cosmobglcal constant A, where the gravitation lives. One of the interesting
consequence of this assumptions is the fact that the fundamental mass scale on the
brane at y = 0 is then red-shifted by a factor e~2*'*' (warp factor) on the other
brane at y = irre. In this way the EWK scale ( 0 ( 1 TeV)) can be produced from
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Tfcble 1: Constraints OD the fundamental scale M? coming from SN and neutron stara.

the Planck Scale. In the AS model the 41? Planck mass is then expressed by the
formula:

Jfc =,*k[l-e-»"-]
2

(4)

Experimental Astrophysical Constrain! on LEO

Various astrophyskal and cosmological processes can be used to set limits on the
model with extra dinwmrinna The phenomenology of the Supernova SN1Q87A
places strong constrains on the energy loss mechanism, allowing to derive a bound
on the fundamental Planck Scab. In bet if LED exist, then the usual 4D graviton is complemented by a tower of Kaluza-Klein states, corresponding to the new
available phase apace in the bulk. These KK gravitona would be emitted from
the Supernova core after collapse, complete with neutrino cooling, and shorten the
observable signal. This argument has led to the following bounds that require that
the fundamental scale be as high as M > 84 TeV assuming N = 2 or M > 7 TeV
for N = 3 " . The limits on the fundamental scale Mr coming from SN and neutron
star data are summarized in Table 1.
Other effects are the possible distortion of the cosmic diffuse gw"»»»* background
because of the new accessible production mechanism: GKK - t 7 7 decays. Using
the COMPTEL date in the &, range [800 KeV - 30 MeV], Hall and Smith set a
lower limit on effective Planck scale M? as function of the number of LED (V):
JM> > 100 TeV (V = 2) and MT > 5 TeV (O = 3 ) " . Analogous analysis
performed by Hannestad and Ra£Eelt on EGRET date (Ey ~ [3 - 200) MeV) set
a limit on JU> as function of the number of LED: MF > 84 TeV (V = 2) and

7TeV(V = 3)".
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Figure 1: a) Scale drawing of the torsion pendulum and rotating aUractor; the active components
are shaded and the distance between these too ports ham ban enhanced for daritg. b) 95% C.L.
upper limits on the violation of the l/R* Newton law as described in equation 5. The regions
excludedfryprevious works tie* O6OM the Hne$ labeled Irvine, Moscow and Lamoreavs, respectively.

3

Direct Gravity Experiments

Until the middle of 1970 years a number of Cavendish-type experiments, searching
also for the so called "fifth forth", have been performed in order to test possible
deviation of Newton's gravitational interaction. This kind of experiments tested
with good precision the Newton's law for a mass separation greater than 1 cm. As
a matter of feet, in such experiments, the sensitivity vanishes quickly for distances
below 1 mm because of the effects due to the Casimir and Van der Waals forces.
Short-range regime of gravitation was not explored further because it was generally
assumed that non-relativistic gravity obey an l/R law for all R » Rpi - ,/GKJc?.
The higher-dimensional theories described above suggest nowadays that new effect
may show up at short distances. The string theory in particular predict scalar
particles as moduli or dilatons that generate Yukawa interactions which could modify
the Newton Gravitational Potential:
(5)
In the simplest scenario, with a number of extra spatial dimensions equal to 2, we
obtain the following values for A and a: X = R*, a = 3 for a compactification on
an 2-sphere and A = R*, a = 4 for a compactification on an 2-torus, where R* is
the extra dimension radii:

and M* is the unification scale (usually taken as M$u). Recently sub-millimeter
test of the gravitational inverse-square law have been performed by C D . Hoyle et
al.l* using a 10-fold symmetric torsion pendulum and a rotating 10-fold symmetric
attractor. A schematic description of the experimental setup is given in Fig. l.a.
The results obtained, if interpreted in the simplest unification scenario with 2 equal
large extra dimensions, imply a unification scale of M* > 3.5 TeV (see Fig. l.b).
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LED at present collider Experiments

Most of the —^"^ifff pei famed until now far large extra ««imm«i«».« have been don*
assuming the ADD phenomenology- We summariu here signatures and results of
such searches.
As Kaluza-Kleln gravitona couple to the momentum tensor, they therefore contribute to most of the SM processes. Depending on whether the GKK leave* our
world or remains virtual, the collider signatures change. For graviton that propagate in the bulk, in particular, from the point of view of our 3 + 1 space-time, energy
and Tnrt"lAn*lltyi are not conserved in tf"* OKK emission. Gravitons, on the other
hand, interacting weakly with detectors, escape detection causing a typical missing
transverse energy (Prj signal. We wffl summarise in the next two paragraphs the
different classes of signatures that correspond experimentally to the real and to
virtual graviton emissions.
4.1

Real Grmiton Emitsitm

Direct emission of gravitons leads to the presence of missing energy in the final
state. At e + e~ colliders the best signal Is the associated production of gravhons
with a Z boaon, a photon, or a fermlon pair. In the hadron colliders the prominent
and most studied signature is the production of one Jet (monojet) associated with
large transverse energy in the final state.
The effects of direct graviton production, including single photon or Z's production,
have been studied at LEPII1*'1'. The following final states haw been considered in
the analysis: 7-kPr, Z(-+ jj)*th (*w Fig. 2). With no excess apparent beyond the
SM expectations, a lower limit on the graviton contribution have been calculated
at 95% Confidence Level The limits, expressed in terms of effective Planck Scale,
are summerhed In Table 2.
The CDF and DO Collaborations at the Eennilab Thvatron Collider aim looked
for direct gravtton emission. From an experimental point of view the mono-Jet plus
missing- &r signature is quite complex to study because of the large instrumental
background from jet mismeasurament and the presence of cosmic rays background.
Results on this channel will be available soon.

4.S Virtual Gravtim emiision
The virtual «""*hangf of graviton towers either leads to modifications in SM cross
sections and asymmetries or to new processes not allowed in the SM at the tree
level. Collider signatures with virtual exchanges of KK-grsvitans
are several and
include diphoton, dlboson and fermion-pair production. In the case of virtual GKK
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N=a
ALti'd
DELPHI
L3

MD{TeV)
1.28
1.38
1.45

R(an)
MD(TeV)
2.9 -W~'4
0.78
2.5 10-*
0.84
2.3 lO"8
0.87

N=8
R{an)
MD{TcV)
R(cm)
1.4 -lO""
0.57
5.6 -10 l S
1.3 10-»
0.58
5.4 1 0 - "
1.2 -10"9
0.61
5.2 -10"13

Thbic 2: tS% C.I. lover timitt on the gravitational tadt MD and on the tut oftstn dimauiom
R, dented from Aa Mnet gnniton ttmrcket in the e+e~ -t 7<7 eternal

emission, gravitons lead to apparent violation of 4-momentum as well as of the
Then are several piuuMBM that can be studied at lepton colliders17: e+e~ -+ TT>
+ « - ,, W+W~, 2°Z° (see
( Fig.
g 2).
) Amongg manyyfarmlonand bo*XB-pairfinalstates
studied at LEP, the most sensitive channels involve Bhabha scattering ^e+e" -»•
e+e") and the photon-pair production (t+e~ -¥ yy). The lower Iknit* at 9S% C.L.
on Mf obtained using the e+e~ and 77 channel are given in Table 3 andia4&ble 4.
The combined limit, as obtained by assuming log likelihood curves from different
channels, is Mr > 1.03 TeV for A = +1 and Mr > 1.17 TeV for A = - 1 .
A
A=+l
A=-l

L3
1.06
0.98

OPAL
1.00
1.15

lUite S: 96% C.L. lower limit* on M> obtaintd by L9 tni OPAL wnf Ike SkaUs mattering

proeem: « + e~ -» e + « - ;ramrfto«ra tkewn in HcwoU noMiim.

The impact of virtual gravitons in hadron collider experiments can be observed
in processes such as: tf -* G -t yy or gg -¥ G -¥ e+e~ where the ADD model
introduces production murhanfam that canincrewwi the crow section of diphoton
and dlelectron production at high invariant mass over the SM. The diphoton and
dielectron cross-section considering the LED contributions take the form5:

where coafi* is the scattering angle of the photon or electron in the center of mass
frame of the incoming parton. The first term in the expression 7 is the pure SM
contribution to the cross section; the second and the third part are the interference
term and the direct GKK contribution. The characteristic signatures far contributions from virtual GKK correspond to the formation of massive systems abnormally
beyond the SM expectations. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the two-dimensional
distributions in di-EM mass and \ooa8* \fordata, SM background processes and for
background plus LED contribution as obtained by D 0 Collaboration: With no excess apparent beyond expectations of the SM, DO proceeds to calculate a lower limit
on the graviton contribution to the dk-EM cross section. Hence there are three main
formulation on the effective lagrangtan the Giudice, Rattaazi and Wells (GRW) ",
the Han, Lykken and Zhang (HLZ)" notation and the Hewett30 one the limits in
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A
A = +l
A=-l

ALEPH
0.81
0.82

n HI .PHI

0.82
0.91

L3
0.83
0.99

OPAL
0.83
0.89

Ihbla 4: 95% C.L. lower UmiU on MF obtained twin* r r duumei; the rarattr are given in the
HeweU/ormuUMon.

the Table 5 are translated in all this notations as well as function of the number of
extra dimensions for the HLZ approach21.
The CDF Collaboration performed a similar search using the dielectron and diphoton fiiyinnla The combined results expressed in the Hewett convention for A = + 1
is MT > 0.814 TeV and for A = - 1 a n MT > 0.9 TeVn.
More studies are forthcoming from CDF and D0on real graviton emission (mono-jet
events), as well as on virtual graviton exchange, which by the end of Run-II, should
be sensitive to scales of 2 - 3 TeV. Beyond that lkt LHC which sensitivity should
cover a maw region up to A4> ~ 10 TeV* 8 . The sensitivity of Tevatroa and LHC
experiments on Mjr for O = 4 is summatiBed in Table 6.

5

LED Searches at Future Colliders

Different signatures for several extrariimraimonalmodels have been studied recently
in order to understand which results will be possible to obtain at future lepton colliders such as CLIC or hadron colliders as the Very Large Hadron Collider (VLHC)
(see Table 6).
CLIC is an tfreT collider with an expected center of mass of energy ranging between
3 and 5 TeV. With and integrated luminosity of 1 ob'1 for many of the extra
dimensional models the experimental reach is found to be in the interval of "- 1 5 - 8 0
TeVM.
The VLHC is a hadron collider thought to be build in 2 steps: a stage I in which
the avaible center of mass energy will be 40 TeV and a stage II when, by using
new magnets, the center of mass energy could reach a value of 175 or 200 TeV. In
particular, as have been shown by T. Rizao" a 200 TeV VLHC with 1 ab~l of an
integrated luminosity will be able to observe the first RS KK excitation for masses
as large as 15 - 30 TeV and values of JW> ~ 50 - 60 TeV, in the ADD model, will
be directly probed in the DreU-Yan processes.

8

Black Hole Production at Hadron Colliders

Since long ago, black holes [BE) have been objects of interest in theoretical physics
and astrophysics, and more recently also in experimental high energy physics. As
a matter of fact, BH can be produced in a particle collisions if the center of mass
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Camfartttm qfO* imnniOu SMfntedmu

Figure 3: a) Companion in the MBM-SM
W |co»(#'| jifone of Data with Monte Cario for SM
proceuei (EM — 7 or e); b) lame at in a) including alto the LED contribute).

energy is above the Planck Scale {y/s > Mpi). In LED models the Planck Scale
can be effectively £7(1 TeV), opening up the interesting possibility of producing,and
studying BH using collider experiments3*. The observability of such BH at future
colliders will depend on the value of the fundamental Planck Scale. At Hadron
colliders, where it is possible to reach the highest center of mass energies, compared
to other machines, the BH production cross section can be written as follow:

= Y,

fl

ij JT^

f1

dx

IT

X

*•/ —

(8)

where i and j are the two colliding partons, x and r / x are the momentum fractions
of t and j and F are the parton distribution functions. If we assume the Thome's
hoop conjecture, that states that horizons form when and only when a mass M
is compacted into a region whose circumference in every directions is less than
2ITRBH{M),
we obtain the important result that the black hole production cross
section is :
Oij-*BH(*) ~ *RBH ( \ / S )

(9)

The precise mass of the BH formed in a collision depends on the amount of energy
and matter which becomes trapped behind the event horizon. If the scale of gravity
is the TeV scale, BH production could be a dominant process at hadron colliders
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GRW 18

1.2

n=2
1.4

n=3
1.4

HLZ i s
n=4 n=5
1.2
1.1

n=fi

1.0

n=7
1.0

Hewett™
A=-l
1.1
1.0

A = +1

Table 6: Lower limits at 96% CL on the effective Planck Scale, Ms, in TeV.

beyond LHC. For example for tin *= 1 TeV and V = 10, at the Very Large Hadron
Collider (VLHC) considering V? = 1 0 ° r « V (something in the middle between the
stage I and the stage II) assuming a»Integrated luminoslty-per yeaj of 100 fb~lyr~l,
BH of man around 10 TeV should be produced with a rate of 1 Kx.

6.1

Black Hale decays and signatures

Once produced black holes decay. The decay process is rather complex and occurs
in several stages":
1. Balding Phase: in which there is emission of gauge and gravitational radiation
that will settle down the BH to a symmetrical rotating object with a growing
horizon;
2. Spin-down Phase: in which the BH Hawking radiates, emitting quanta having
angular moment I ~ 1;
3. Schwaruchild-Hawkmg Evaporation Phase: The Spin-down phase leaves a
Schwarzachild BH that continues to radiate Hawking Radiation; instant quanta
are emitted with a thermal spectrum around Hawking temperature (TV);
4. Planck Phase Once the BH reach the Planck Mass M ~ Mv the BH completely decays emitting few quanta with energies O(MV)\
Because of the large cross section, multiplicity and visible energy, BH, at hadron
colliders, give rise to very spectacular events. The BH production and decay is
characterized by the following specific signatures38:
• suppression of hard perturbative scattering processes at energy in which the
BH production start to dominate;
• very large production cross sections that grows with the energy;
• high multiplicity events (for MBH ~ 10 TeV, T> = \0 the expected multiplicity
is ~ 50) with visible transverse energy of the order of ~ 1/3 of the total energy;
• high sphericity events because of the small BH boost ((7^} < 1);
• a ratio of ~ 1/5 between leptonic and hadronic activity because of the SchwaxzschildHawking Evaporation Phase.
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(a) Hadron Colliders
Run I
Run Da Run lib
2
C = 0.13 fb~ l
20

1.3

1.9

2.6

LHC
100

9.9

(b) e + e - Colliders
y/» = 6.6 TW
1.5 TeV
ITeV
C = 10 fl>~1 60 SO 100 100
200
3.9
4.8 7.9 841 12.0 13.0

96% C.L. MMltMty limit! on M 5 (it = 4) at (») htdrooic collide™ (TVvttron ind LHC)
u d (b) «+e" eollkk™ at 0.5 - 1.S WV.
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